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BOARD OF
PARDONS
AND PAROLE
(BOPP)
The DTS Applications Development Unit
serving the Department of Corrections
and the Board of Pardons and Parole
performed 110 releases into
production, including enhancements,
development, and maintenance for
twenty-two systems/products during FY
2021. Of these, ten were major releases
of significant new functionality. Only a
few are reported here as examples.

Electronic Records Decision Essentials Projects
As part of the major Electronic Records Project for the BOPP, the unit completed and released two
important functions that directly support BOPP’s formal decision processes. Previously, most of
these functions were manual work tasks.

Items and Tasks
BOPP handles countless processes (over
seventy) that flow from the receipt of
applications, requests, or orders and on
through countless layers of reviews,
preparations, recommendations, scheduling,
and notifications. The unit redesigned these
formerly manual processes and re-created
them into electronic functions within the OTRACK system. This automation significantly
reduced the complexities of these preliminary
work tasks, saved much in labor and effort, and

added the power of automation to enhance the
board’s capabilities. Most importantly, this
stage of development laid a firm foundation for
the collection and organization of essential
data in the system in direct preparation for the
later board voting functions to be built.

Web Forms
In addition to improving the Items and Tasks
functionality, the unit developed the forms
requirements that support the Items and Tasks
and the final voting and results module that will
complete the decision processes for the board.
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD (UDAF)
New Cloud-Hosted Web
Application
DTS implemented a new cloud-hosted web
application that allows UDAF customers (i.e.,
individuals, companies, and third parties) to
apply for new licenses online; submit data
pertinent to the license/permit type (including
uploading documents) online; and make
payment online, in-person, or via mail. Also, the
application will soon allow customers to renew
their current licenses/permits online. The
application automatically provides payment
records to the Utah Division of Finance’s FINET
system daily. The system currently has fortynine license/permit types, which are managed
by UDAF, and there are thirteen new license
types coming online in the near future.

Implementation of Kratom
Product Renewals into the
Legacy Online Product
Registration System
Kratom is a new UDAF program implemented
effective July 1, 2020. DTS implemented
Kratom product renewals into the legacy online
product registration system, allowing
customers with registered Kratom products to
submit renewal applications and payments
online. The Kratom renewals needed to be
operational for UDAF by May 2021, and DTS
met this deadline.
DTS will implement Kratom into the new UDAF
DMS in a later phase of that project.
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Other Accomplishments

UDAF Accomplishments, Continued

DTS and UDAF have had several other accomplishments as well:
Made huge and significant performance improvements to the
five most used distributed MSAccess systems in order to
improve the UDAF staff remote work experience
Implemented enhancements to the UDAF cash management
system, ultimately helping UDAF reduce its workload backlog
significantly (by weeks)
Implemented major changes in UDAF’s fees management for
licenses, encouraging customers to renew their licenses
appropriately, which saves staff workload hours
Implemented a pesticide product registration enhancement for
the Pesticide Program manager’s electronic signature to be
stored and placed on certificates for registered products, saving
the program hundreds of work hours
Implemented customer validation changes to the General Online
Payment System for UDAF’s Utah’s Own customers, making
significant workload processes simpler, ensuring that more
customers renewed their registrations, and increasing revenue
for the Marketing Division
Provided guidance to UDAF for upgrading staff computers from
Office 2010 (which is end-of-life) to the 2016 runtime
environment (RE), saving UDAF hundreds/thousands of dollars
by reducing licensing expenditures
Moved remainder of DAF websites to Amazon Web Services
(AWS)
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DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGE CONTROL (DABC)
SK Global and ePay for Package
Agencies
In the past, for package agencies to know what they ordered,
what they paid, or what they still owe, they either received paper
statements from DABC or had to call and talk to someone in
DABC Accounting. DABC and DTS identified a solution (i.e., SK
Global and ePay) that closely integrates with the current DABC
system (and future cloud service DABC is moving to). After
identifying the solution, DABC procured it, configured it, and
tested it. It is scheduled to be deployed for package agency use
in the second quarter of FY 2022. Upon the system’s
deployment, package agencies will have the ability to go online
and review all of their DABC invoices, payments, money they
have spent, and money they owe and make or schedule
payments. The solution will allow DABC to go to a Net 30
payment structure with the package agencies. It will also save
the internal DABC Accounting Team hundreds of hours annually
since, in the past, they were manually creating these monthly
invoices.

Point-of-Sale
(POS) System
for Package
Agencies
The DABC Compliance Team,
in conjunction with the DTS
DABC Desktop Team and the
DABC Application
Development Team, has
worked on deploying a POS
system from Talech for all of
the DABC package agencies.
Package agencies are
licensees who operate liquor
stores in rural parts of Utah
where it is not cost-effective
for the state to open a state
store. The Talech POS system
allows DABC to assist these
small business owners in
more effectively managing
inventory, tracking sales, and
making suggestions on
products to stock in order to
meet customer needs in a
given area. It also provides
DABC with more accurate
sales and inventory data. With
the POS system in place,
updated pricing can be made
to all of the stores
simultaneously from a central
location, and
shipped/received orders can
also be tracked and updated
in the agency's central
enterprise resource planning
(ERP) system.
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Electronic Time Cards
DABC currently uses paper time-stamp time
cards in all fifty DABC stores and in the DABC
warehouse. At the end of each time period, the
manager gathers the cards, totals the work
times of each employee, and then keys that
information into the state's payroll system.
This manual time-entry process is not only
time consuming; it also lends itself to human
error. To streamline the time-entry process,
DABC identified and procured an electronic
time card system made by TimeClock Plus.
DABC is in the process of deploying these
electronic time clocks to all fifty stores and the
DABC warehouse.

The project is scheduled to be completed by
November 2021. Upon completion, work time
in the stores and warehouse will be gathered
using electronic time card machines where
employees will clock in/out electronically. State
rules have been created in the system to
calculate the totaling of work time, and
employees and managers will approve their
time electronically, saving the state thousands
of work-hours each year. The system will also
allow employees to request time off and
managers to approve it.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE (DOC)
My License Office (MLO)
Application Migration
from Version 4.4 to 4.14
DTS, in conjunction with System Automation,
completed a major upgrade of Commerce’s
MyLicense Office application, moving from
version 4.4 to 4.14 of MLO. MLO is the
agency’s primary licensing application.
Upgrading the system to the latest version
enables DOC to reevaluate old manual
processes and streamline the application
process. It also addresses significant technical
debt/issues in the application. A second phase
of the upgrade will be starting in early
September 2021.

DOC Website Redesign
Governor Cox’s transition team identified
DOC’s public image as a key area of
opportunity for the department. DTS staff
worked with the department to update and
rebrand the department’s websites to be more
user-friendly and modern. From January to
June 2021, DTS deployed four new agency
websites, including the department’s main site;
sites for DOC administration and the Division
of Real Estate; and a DOC blog. The remaining
sites will be updated throughout FY 2022.
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DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS (UDC)
The DTS Applications Development Unit serving the Department of Corrections and the Board of
Pardons and Parole performed 110 releases into production, including enhancements,
development, and maintenance for twenty-two systems/products during FY 2021. Of these, ten
were major releases of significant new functionality. Only a few are reported here as examples.

Expungements

Informix Upgrade

In recent years, the Utah Legislature has
passed laws surrounding the expunging of
criminal records when required. Such a task is
extremely complicated and carries significant
risk. Until this past year, designated UDC
personnel had to manually enter case file
information into the O-TRACK system and its
related reports and interfaces, so
expungements would take a long time. This
project converted the expungement tasks into
an automated process with the ability to
handle complexities and safeguards. When
implemented, the process was able in minutes
to catch up a growing backlog that would have
extended beyond regulated requirements and
expended many hours of labor.

During FY 2021, the DTS/UDC team performed
the largest upgrade in its history. O-TRACK
uses the Informix database engine, which
needed to be upgraded. But a major upgrade
would touch the entire O-TRACK system, as
well as multiple smaller web applications,
interfaces, reports, data warehouse, etc. The
research alone to determine procedures, risks,
touch points, and requirements for partnering
agencies took months. It required a
multidisciplinary technical team, countless user
testers, and input from the vendor. The
resulting upgrade positioned UDC’s missioncritical systems for next generation technical
advances and significantly improved muchneeded speed and performance on the OTRACK system and other systems.
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DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY (DEQ)
Division of Air Quality Air Toxic Lead
and Asbestos Section (ATLAS)
Migration
DEQ’s development team successfully migrated the ATLAS
application from Weber State to the State of Utah/DTS/DEQ
cloud environment. The plan, comprising two phases, included
completing a full security review, maintaining data integrity and
flow, and successfully creating production and test applications
in Amazon Web Services.
The ATLAS application replaces the aging Asbestos and Lead
Based Paint (ALBOP) remediation program. Future phases will
include providing the business staff with access to data that
was collected previously.

Division of Waste Management and
Radiation Control (DWMRC) Solid
Waste Enhancements
SolidWaste is an application developed by DTS that transferred
to DWMRC management in 2020. Under new management, the
DTS development team provided new application
enhancements, including:
updating query lists,
creating new inspection tools,
providing summaries of data for management daily reviews,
adding fields required for Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) reporting,
adding new user roles for management,
addressing issues with read/write for different facilities,
developing new security procedures, and
updating the application software and its dependencies.
This application enhancement project has allowed the new
DWMRC management to implement their program with new
innovations and the ability to meet new division goals.
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Division of Drinking Water (DDW) Accomplishments
DDW Waterlink Modernization Phase 0

Phase 0 of the Waterlink Modernization Project
provided DDW administration and staff users
with a comprehensive user guide and
documentation useful for training new staff. It
also established a baseline (i.e., data models,
data flows, use cases, flowcharts, etc.) and
needed documentation for the DTS team as it
prepares for the additional phases of the
project in FY 2022.

In DDW's efforts to assess cost recovery fees
and polish the new Improvement Priority
System (IPS) 2020 Program, this project was
completed by the DEQ development team in
time for cost recovery fee begin dates. The
new features of these enhancements allow
DDW to tie violations to set fees and upload a
CSV file of those fees to FINET for fee
assessment.

The documentation provides the current
architecture state, which will allow DDW to
share the Waterlink code with other state
drinking water programs. As the EPA continues
to research future options for state drinking
water databases, Waterlink is now at the
forefront of future possibilities for all states to
use as a reporting tool.

DTS developers provided enhancements for
staff users to upload documents to the
Waterlink portal and created a historical
tracking system for the DDW IPS program.
This new historical tracking system gives the
DDW director the ability to tie performance
metrics to a program over time and report
back to their regulated community and the
Utah Legislature.

DDW Waterlink User Roles
Project

DEQ Accomplishments, Continued

DDW Waterlink Rating Tracker
and Violation Output Project

Initially developed in 2014, the Waterlink
application has grown over time. A major
frustration for DDW business was the
expanded user roles and security issues with
the application. The public-facing portal, along
with a complex system of user roles and
administration, was not providing the
efficiency and ease of management required
by DDW Waterlink administrators.
This project gave a new foundation of easily
managed and clearly defined user roles that
can adapt but not hinder Waterlink
development over time. It streamlined the user
roles, security, and management for Waterlink
administrators. An important feature of this
project is the improved access for drinking
water program stakeholders, such as the EPA,
local health departments, and any approved
user roles. Communication now runs
seamlessly, and the architecture gives DTS
developers a clear pathway forward in applying
user roles and security during the next phase
of Waterlink modernization efforts.
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DDW Accomplishments, Continued
DDW Enforcement
Module with GIS
Project

In FY 2021 DDW was awarded an Innovation Fund Grant to develop
an enforcement and compliance tracking module for Waterlink that
creates innovative ways for the Utah drinking water community to
better manage enforcement. The main scope of this project was to
build the new tool and incorporate use of the Utah Environmental
Interactive Map, connections to and from the Safe Drinking Water
Information System (SDWIS) state application, and dashboards for
staff and management tracking at a glance.
The Enforcement Module for Waterlink is the new standard for
enforcement tracking, as it ties all actions to an incident and allows
users to see the story behind the enforcement actions.
Incorporating the Utah Interactive Map with the module allows users
to connect incidents to neighboring water systems and gives
management the ability to assign staff to regions.

DEQ Accomplishments, Continued

DDW Waterlink
Enhancements 2020
Project

In the summer of 2020 the DDW requested a compilation of
enhancements to the Waterlink application. These included
improvements across many levels of Waterlink, such as
improvements to emergency tracking and coliform bacteria sample
displays, as well as improvements that allow DDW to archive the
use of an outdated system managing grant called CASPER.
Unique and fast contributions from all developers in the DTS team
were showcased in this successful project. Developers collaborated
in building new grant tracking, along with emergency tracking, and
emails for management that all tied back to the main Waterlink
tables. DDW staff was provided with three different releases of this
project, and weekly stand-up meetings between developers and
business owners made this project a new baseline for development
going forward.
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DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS (DFI)
Improvements for the Efficiency of Audit
Personnel
The DTS Procurement and Edge Services teams coordinated the purchase of
wireless devices and high-definition monitors for forty DFI auditors to improve
their ability to work remotely and be more efficient as they complete agency
business. Software updates were also deployed to enhance audit software tools.

Enhanced PC Reporting Functionality for DFI
Security Management
The DTS Edge Services Team provided enhanced PC reporting functionality and
frequency to improve reporting, tracking, and management of auditors’ laptops.
This helps ensure devices are secure and provides deeper insight into device
status for DFI security management.

Enhanced Auditor PC Security Stance
The DTS Security Team worked with DFI security personnel to review and put in
place enhanced security measures to maintain a high level of security on DFI
auditor devices.
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DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (DHRM)
Affordable Care Act (ACA) Reporting
Part of the ACA requires regular federal reporting and notifications
for individuals that might be eligible for portions of the program.
Since the enactment of the bill, DHRM has taken on the role of
handling these themselves. As this process has proven error prone
and very time consuming, the DTS application development team
(i.e., Angelo Dalisay, Mira Svieshnikova, Jim Murtha, Pavel
Milyavskiy, Mike Blake, and Clarke Hoover) was tasked with making
improvements, including:
bringing all the data needed from the DHRM human resource
information system and payroll into a single source,
running the processing and calculations needed,
creating several reports, and
providing the needed information for the State of Utah to be
accurate in its reporting and in offering the potential services
available.
Making these improvements was no small task, but the changes will
save DHRM staff time and needed resources in the future, as well as
savings in potential fines for inaccurate federal reporting.
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
(DHS)
Division of Child and
Family Services (DCFS)
The DTS/DCFS Team is in the process of
rebuilding legacy portions of the DCFS
information system, known as SAFE, to meet
federal requirements related to using modern
architectural practices. These standards
include guidance on modularity, data quality,
and data exchanges. Adherence to these
requirements provides maximum federal
financial participation. Additionally, this
modular architecture will allow the system to
keep up with changing agency needs.
In addition to working on the SAFE system, the
team has had several other accomplishments
during the last fiscal year.

Intake Scratchpad
The Intake Scratchpad is a module used by the division’s centralized
child abuse call center. The team has made the following
improvements on the module:
Adding drag and drop functionality with cards that represent each
of the core elements of a Child Protective Services (CPS) case
Implementing a “wanding” process that translates Intake
Scratchpad data and displays it appropriately on the individual
CPS case pages
Validating that workers are identified and assigned appropriately
on accepted cases, requiring acknowledgement of new cases
and creating an escalation process when acknowledgement has
not occurred
Implementing general usability enhancements to the scratchpad
cards, including enabling saving, deleting, duplicating, resetting,
minimizing, and maximizing
Connecting person cards to search across multiple directories for
persons already known to SAFE and other state agencies
Retrieving known addresses and relationships for known persons
Identifying potential and probable schools or other addresses
Implementing validations to prevent duplicate person and
allegation cards, and requiring complete information on cards
created
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Person Management

This application includes functionality to manage people in SAFE. The team has made the
following improvements on the application:
Creating the Person Management application programming interface (API), gateway,
and client
Implementing attribute-based security and logging for the person application
Including customer directory lookups during the person-creation process
Adding phone and email history in order to address changing business needs
Migrating data to fit comprehensive child welfare information system (CCWIS) data
standards
Analyzing Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA) changes needed in order to meet
Adoption and Foster Care Analysis and Reporting System (AFCARS) and agency
needs
Refactoring the person merge process (used to combine two person records that
represent the same person)
Creating a Person General page with demographic and contact information
Creating a Person History page displaying a person’s case history, relationships,
placements, removals, purchase service authorizations, payments, and collections
Enhancing the person-creation process outside of the CPS intake process

Admin App

This application is used by the SAFE help desk to manage users and the other SAFE applications.
The team has made the following improvements on the application:
Creating the Admin App API, gateway, and client
Implementing CPS priority fixes (to give the help desk the ability to address an issue instead of
it needing to be escalated to a database administrator)
Implementing CPS allegation fixes (e.g., seal/unseal, edit, delete)
Completing system health checks for each API/gateway (CPS, ongoing, person)
Updating the Active Directory interface to retrieve and store relevant user data in SAFE’s
database(s)
Adding additional functionality to manage system users, including security, email, phone,
office, job title, and supervisor history

DHS Accomplishments, Continued

CPS

This application manages the CPS cases for child welfare. It is primarily used by the centralized
intake office and CPS workers throughout the state. The team has made the following
improvements on the application:
Overhauling the Structured Decision Making Risk and Safety Assessments
Modifying business logic to support legislation related to the type of cases the division
accepts
Overhauling the alert system (used to notify a worker of a change to their case or to remind
them of case requirements)
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Ongoing (Foster Care & In-Home) Case
Management
This application manages foster care and in-home
cases for child welfare. The team has made the
following improvements on the application:
Updating the Ongoing Case Management API,
gateway, and client
Applying standardized security to the Ongoing
Application
Creating a Blank Ongoing Overview page as a
landing spot for a caseworker’s case
Creating Ongoing Case history pages with
populated case history grids
Creating Ongoing Activities pages with a new
user experience (UX)/user interface (UI) based
on CPS activities feedback
Creating an ongoing content management
page leveraging the existing CPS functionality
Creating an Ongoing Person Management
page displaying associated case persons

DHS Accomplishments, Continued

Framework
The team has made the following framework
enhancements:
Completing the unit test framework and
implementation
Completing various stack upgrades
The team also made several caching updates.
Modern applications use a caching model to
improve performance and reduce latency. Caching
provides a high-speed storage mechanism for
subsets of, generally transient, data. Caching
capacity for SAFE will continue to implement
additional caching as areas of need are discovered
during performance testing.
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DHS Accomplishments, Continued

DHS
Development
and Operations
(DHS DevOps)
The DHS DevOps Team was organized in November 2020 to work more closely with the DHS
application teams, create efficiencies, improve application security, and help leverage cloud
technologies. After the legislature passed a bill in March 2021 to consolidate the Department of
Human Services and the Department of Health (DOH) into one department, the DHS DevOps Team
was created and expanded to include several employees from Campus D Hosting. Despite various
challenges with all of the recent organizational and cultural changes, the team has shown
resilience in providing customer support, meeting enterprise initiatives, and implementing DevOps
practices. The following are a few highlights from FY 2021:
Architected, built, and are now providing
operational support for the Office of
Recovery Services (ORS) Information
System (ORSIS)
Assisted with the migration of ORSIS in
2020 from the mainframe to six
environments consisting of fifty-two
servers hosted in Amazon Web Services
(AWS), greatly reducing hosting costs for
DHS ORS
Organized and continue to facilitate an
enterprise cloud architecture team,
developing standards and best practices
for cloud infrastructure and application
development

Created and continue to manage a rapidly
growing AWS infrastructure currently
consisting of 27 commercial and 8
GovCloud accounts configured, which
include 178 Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) instances, 340 Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3) buckets, 43 relational
database service (RDS) instances, and 377
Lambda functions, all running on 284
Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)
subnets
Resolved 2,540 ServiceNow incidents and
1,761 ServiceNow tasks along with 270
Jira project issues
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Office of Recovery Services

DHS Accomplishments, Continued

During FY 2021, DTS, ORS,
and Deloitte finished
migration of ORSIS from the
mainframe to the AWS
cloud. This migration
occurred on the date
targeted at project kickoff,
without any need to extend
the delivery schedule. This
migration consisted of the
following tasks:
Building an entirely new
set of environments in
AWS, conforming to
Internal Revenue Service
and Office of Child
Support Enforcement
security standards
Creating new server
templates to support
these security
requirements and
the building and
configuration of
fifty-three new
servers

Transforming the entire
ORSIS code base from
Cobol to Java and
transforming all support
utilities from mainframe
based to cloud based
operations
Moving all connections
to other systems and
coordinating with over
fifty other entities to
move to the new AWS
system
Translating existing
security and privacy
controls into cloud
systems and working
with security and
auditing teams to
ensure required controls
and logs were properly
implemented
Transitioning forms
production from a
number of older
systems and removing
the need for many old
printed forms

Completing regression,
performance, security,
and acceptance testing
of each of the points
listed above
Training of DTS and
support staff so they
can maintain and
enhance the new
environment
This migration of ORSIS
from the mainframe to AWS
cloud resulted in a
significant decrease in
operations costs and also
opened up the opportunity
to further modernize ORSIS
with both new technologies
and further optimizations to
cloud native technologies.
This migration was
accomplished in a manner
that allowed workers to
transition seamlessly to the
new system.
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DHS Accomplishments, Continued

Additional Accomplishments
In addition to the migration of ORSIS, the DTS/ORSIS team
also worked on the following other major changes during FY
2021:
Transferring ORSIS case overpayment processing to the
Department of Workforce Services (DWS) and assisting
DWS staff with standing up their new Debt Manager
System
Improving the way that health claim referrals are
processed within ORSIS
Improving and streamlining claims collection and
remittance processing from third-party insurers
Automating and improving the way that health insurance
changes are tracked
Increasing the security and reliability of interactive voice
response (IVR) and its interfaces with other ORS
systems
Making structural changes to a large number of existing
web applications
Upgrading many parts of the content management
infrastructure and making improvements to the worker
interface with the document repositories and the
workflows associated with them
Enhancing the functionality of the litigation hold process
Developing processing and new interfaces to ensure that
hunting and fishing licenses are not granted to
individuals with significant child support delinquencies
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Division of Medicaid and Health Financing (DMHF)
Intern Program
The highly successful DMHF
internship program was expanded
this year to include candidates in
the Governors Workability category.
The effort by both DMHF
management and team members
allowed these interns to become
effective members of the team and
assist on multiple important
projects for DOH/DMHF. The Utah
Governor’s Committee on
Employment of People with
Disabilities recognized this program
by awarding it a Golden Key Award.
An additional highlight in this
program was the hiring of three
more interns into full-time DTS
positions, joining several of their
peers who were hired in previous
fiscal years.

DHS Accomplishments, Continued

Presumptive Eligibility Portal
(PEP) COVID Project
To quickly address the need for eligibility for
COVID-19 testing in the Medicaid
population, an existing tool, the PEP, was
updated with new functionality, including
adding: information about COVID-19 testing
groups; a list of test providers for the
multitude of new testing sites; and new
security roles, including a DOH Approver
role and Application Assistor role. The
results of the PEP enrollment is then
provided to eREP at DWS for final eligibility
confirmation. Using PEP for this function
allowed the DMHF Development Team to
meet federal requirements in less than a
month when trying to add the same
functionality to the traditional adjudication
engine was projected to take three months
of work.
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL
RESOURCES (DNR)
Division of Wildlife Resources
(DWR) - Wildlife Migration Tracker 2
DWR successfully modernized its wildlife tracking utilizing new
cloud-based capabilities provided by the Google Cloud Platform
(GCP). The Wildlife Tracker application allows staff and
authorized users to view current and past point location data
(lat/long) for a variety of wildlife species throughout Utah.
DWR’s goal is providing end users with the best experience
possible using wildlife tracking data. The old application’s
database had grown to more than 14 million locations and was
projected to quickly hit more than 20 million by the end of 2020.
The rapid growth limited DWR’s ability to collect data and, more
importantly, query the data quickly. Data queries were limited to
100,000 records instead of the 1+ million desired by the staff.
Utilizing DTS contracts with Google and SpringML, the wildlife
tracking system was replaced with ATS, a new system fully
capable of pulling data from the wildlife tracking service every 5
minutes, seamlessly ingesting 25,000–50,000 new data points
daily and providing users with fast data query performance (1+
million records per query in minutes).
The new user interface shows geographical points based on
user input and migration track lines of how animals move from
time to time. It can also create and display migration animation
based on user-selected geographical points and timeframes. In
addition, users are able to add different layers on top of maps
and view geographical points on top of them.
There are several key cloud services incorporated into the new Wildlife Migration Tracker 2.0
system:
Google Big Query Engine
Google Cloud Storage
Google Maps

Google Earth
Google Dataflow

GeoViz
Cloud Run

DTS staff were actively involved with SpringML in the process of design, deployment, and data
migration for the new tracker system, and the DTS Operations Team maintains the GCP
environment.
Wildlife Tracker 2.0 is highly scalable and flexible while being cost effective and highly available. In
short, the new solution is “future proof.”
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Division of Oil,
Gas, and Mining
(OGM) - Mobile
Device
Inspection
Process

OCTOBER 2021

Working together, the DTS Development Team, OGM
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Team, and the Utah
Geospatial Resource Center (UGRC) designed, developed, and
deployed two new mobile device field inspection tools. Using
the new mobile application, field inspectors are able to
download data to their device prior to their on-site inspections.
Both data and photos can be collected and submitted as part of
the inspection process.
Completed inspections are uploaded to ArcGIS online. A webbased workflow then triggers processes used in migrating
data/documents to mobile devices and data along with photos
to the division’s databases and document storage services.
Additional scripting services push GIS data elements, along with
relevant static data, to UGRC for the creation and updating of
existing data layers. These layers are subsequently consumed
by OGM’s GIS mapping services and web portal.
Two inspection applications and their associated processes
have been successfully deployed:
Minerals mining team inspections
Oil/gas well inspections

DNR Accomplishments, Continued

Both new processes are cutting down the time needed by the
inspectors to complete field inspections and reducing errors
inherently created by the previous methodology. The resulting
savings in effort is the equivalent of one to two full-time
employees.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
(DPS)
Statewide Information and Analytics Driver License
Mobile DL (mDL)
Center (SIAC) Image Verification
This system allows law
enforcement to submit
photos to trained analysts to
identify a suspect. The
system rests on top of the
Bureau of Criminal
Identification’s Utah Criminal
Justice Information System
to only allow certain users to
submit photos while also
logging every decision made
through the process. Once an
image has been submitted, it
is sent to SIAC, where the
case is reviewed to see
whether it meets the criteria
set forward in code for when
the system can be utilized to
search for subjects.

Once the submission is
reviewed, and only if it is
approved, the photo is
checked to see any results.
An analyst then examines all
outcomes, and if there is a
match, it is sent for review to
another analyst. Once
reviewed, the match is
returned to law enforcement.
The Image Verification
System was created in-house
by DTS to ensure that DPS
could control every step of
the process to ensure privacy
and protection of the public.

DLD has rolled out mDL
usage for Utah. Part of this
project was creating a way for
the mDL application to
receive the data securely
stored on the device. This
required creating an interface
to handle significant traffic
and ensure it was ready when
requests came in. In addition,
DTS did an elastic service in
the cloud that allows the
system to grow with the
demand as more users come
online with the application.
This will also enable easy
growth with Apple's mDL and
Google's offering of mDL on
Androids.
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (UDOT)
Real Estate
Contract Form
and Report
DTS and UDOT collaborated
to implement a new real
estate contract form and
report functionality that
enables UDOT right-of-way
agents to add authorized
signature names and titles
through a parameter screen,
which displays on the report.
This new functionality is
designed to also allow buyer
and seller brokerage firms,
local city and county
governments, and the Utah
Transit Authority to enter
authorized signature names
and titles on contracts. This
has eliminated the need for a
real estate contract report to
be exported to a word
processor and then modified
to add the necessary
authorized signatures. This
new ability enables UDOT and
its partners to be more
efficient and reduce cost in
managing UDOT’s right-ofway.

DTS and UDOT implemented document upload
functionality, allowing the storage of
documents, images, etc. This functionality also
allows UDOT to easily view these documents
from the application and handle documents
associated with a given research project.
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Automated
Traffic Signal
Performance
Measures
(ATSPM)
Version 4.3
DTS and UDOT created a data
aggregation system for
automated traffic
performance measures. This
system takes the daily run
charts from ATSPM and puts
them into an aggregated
format, which will allow UDOT
to do a long-term analysis of
the traffic light system.

UDOT Accomplishments, Continued

Apex Interactive Report
DTS and UDOT created a new Apex Interactive
report called “Cost Allocation PIN
Expenditures” for easily displaying the State
Transportation Improvement Program funding
codes, total prior allocation, total current
allocation, total expenditure amounts, and
fiscal year for a given year. This eliminated
many hours of manual research to determine
these amounts.

Road Usage Charge (RUC)
Project
The aim of the RUC Project was to give a highlevel dashboard and information to RUC
administrators. This project leveraged Google
Cloud to import files from the RUC platform
and then visualize data from the files in a way
that is beneficial to UDOT.
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Having the benefits
application ready to handle
the changing programs and
the increased system traffic
was no easy feat, but the
team was able to work closely
with our business partners to
have all programs ready to go
the moment the programs
were expected to launch,
providing timely support to
families throughout the state.

DEPARTMENT OF
WORKFORCE
SERVICES (DWS)
Unemployment Insurance
Benefits - Comprehensive
Unemployment Benefits
System (CUBS)
In FY 2021 the DWS CUBS Team was tasked with
supporting Utah residents with emergency
unemployment insurance benefits due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The CUBS Team efficiently
and quickly programmed the benefits system to
cope with changes brought on by the Coronavirus
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act;
emergency state-extended benefits; the Lost
Wages Assistance Program; and the Continued
Assistance for Unemployed Workers Act of 2020.
Through all the changes, the team successfully
avoided crashes and application failures, and the
system was able to handle the unprecedented
volumes. Through the work of the CUBS Team, the
public of the State of Utah received the benefits
they desperately needed in order to keep afloat as
the pandemic closed down businesses and people
were laid off.

Unemployment
Insurance
Contributions Contributions
Automated Tax
System (CATS)
The DWS CATS application is
the unemployment insurance
(UI) employer tax collection
management system for the
State of Utah. It handles all
aspects of UI tax, including
collection, deposits,
garnishments, liens, quarterly
reports, and wage reporting.
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The system is in
constant change due to
agency and federal law
changes and policies.
When a benefit (i.e., a
claim) overpayment is
determined, it is entered
into CUBS and the
information is then
transferred from CUBS
to CATS to be
monitored and
processed by the Board
of Pardons and Parole
(BOP). While the
systems continue to
communicate, better
efficiencies can be
gained with system and
technology alignment.
CUBS and BOP have
both been modernized
to the .NET framework.
This continued rewrite
will unify the base code
and will ease upgrades,
enhancements, and
maintenance. The
DWS/DTS team is
currently working on its
next application: New
Hire.

OCTOBER 2021

Workforce Development Utah’s Workforce System
(UWORKS)
In 2020, DWS worked on the Pandemic
Unemployment Assistance (PUA) program, and
in early 2021, new congressional acts required
the state to extend the program, which had
originally been slated to end at the end of the
year. With this extension, the duration of the
program was not only increased; the program
evolved with new rules, requirements, and
procedural changes.
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The UWORKS Team worked tirelessly to
revamp the system to meet the needs of
the workers completing the eligibility. It
was also decided that the team should
incorporate the coding in with the UI
system, CUBS, for its planned eventual
takeover of the PUA program. Therefore,
the leads and developers of both systems
worked to link up key validation
information and coordinated about the
sharing of data to ensure accuracy and a
smooth process for both workers and
applicants. The final task for this
transition included reworking the fraud
section to ensure accuracy and prevent
the misspending of taxpayer dollars.

Rent Relief: Emergency Rental Assistance Application
Website

DWS Accomplishments, Continued

The DTS Web Development Team was tasked with providing Utah residents with the ability to
apply for emergency rental assistance due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The emergency rental
assistance website needed to be delivered in a very short amount of time and needed to support
nine county agencies and DWS so they could effectively respond to rental assistance applicants
and provide funds to landlords quickly.
The development team was assembled at the end of January 2021. This group worked around the
clock to provide a robust case management website that provided workflows for both tenants and
landlords to apply for rent relief support. The site collects all necessary data along with an
uploaded documentation feature that the applicant can submit to a rent relief caseworker.
Caseworkers have the ability to assign cases to themselves, take appropriate action, request
additional verifications to be submitted for the case, and make an approval or denial decision.
After the caseworker has approved benefits to support rent or utilities, or both, they send the
application to a quality control queue to ensure accuracy before submitting to FINET for final
payments to be issued.
All of this work was completed within ninety days and was available to the public on March 11,
2021. The web development team created this case management system within an agile
framework, giving DWS the ability to provide input during the entire development cycle. All
development efforts were put through a strict quality assurance testing process to support the
tight deadlines and ensure accuracy of the system.
Up to this point, DWS has been able to provide emergency rental assistance to 11,475 applicants.
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Rent Relief Landing
Page for Applicants

DWS Accomplishments, Continued

Worker Queue

Quality Control
Queue
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DIVISION OF
TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES (DTS)
Secure Remote Access to
Systems
Once DTS equipped state employees with the
necessary remote work tools, the division
focused on ensuring secure remote access to
state systems. DTS increased the state's virtual
private network (VPN) capacity from being able
to host 5,500 concurrent sessions to 65,000
concurrent sessions. The network
enhancements also included additional
capacity for content filtering, increased
bandwidth, and traffic routing to facilitate
remote working.
Consultants were also brought on to augment
existing DTS staff in order to expedite the
implementation and configuration of hardware.
This facilitated the rapid deployment and
adoption of the new VPN, as well as the
integration of network access controls to limit
access to valid users only.

Adobe Sign
DTS implemented Adobe Sign for all agencies,
including creating four thousand new accounts,
holding approximately thirty training sessions,
creating over seventy new templates and
workflows, creating a webpage for remote
working, and processing almost ten thousand
documents for electronic signature.
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DTS Networking Accomplishments

DTS Accomplishments, Continued

Utah Department of Agriculture
and Food (UDAF) Mobile
Command Unit
UDAF submitted a request to the DTS
Networking Team for a mobile command unit
solution that would allow the agency to
connect to the state's wide area network
(WAN) from any location on demand for video
calls and network connectivity. The team
assembled a secure Pelican container with a
Meraki switch and wireless AP. The container
was supported with the ability for extension
power and four-hour battery backup. The DTS
Voice Team provided a voice over internet
protocol (VoIP)-enabled handset capable of
conference calls with video connection over
the mobile network unit. This was a great
solution for UDAF and can be repeated for any
other agency needs.

Salt Lake Data Center (SLDC)
WAN Core Upgrade
Aging WAN core hardware in the SLDC had to
be upgraded. After an initial attempt to upgrade
the hardware in January 2021, the Network
Core Team was required to revert the hardware
back to the old equipment. With a better
understanding of the complexity and issues
that couldn't be resolved in the four-hour
window for the initially scheduled upgrade, the
Network Core Team mapped out a plan to
move systems over in multiple stages to
ensure success. This mapping was
documented via diagrams and port
descriptions that had never been done before.
Over the course of nine CHG requests from
March 2021 through June 2021, the team was
able to complete all the changes successfully.
Completing this project helped the team
understand what it will take to move the DTS
WAN core to the new Taylorsville Data Center.
Planning for the new Taylorsville State Office
Building (TSOB) core began immediately
following this project and continues to
progress to ensure we meet the timelines of
the overall TSOB project.
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Elimination of Legacy T1 Network

DTS Accomplishments, Continued

As part of the "Big Plays" initiative, the DTS
Network Team was able to mobilize quickly to
eliminate an aging legacy T1 network with
conversions to various new technologies that
added bandwidth, resilience, and flexibility for
each agency location with carrier services. This
legacy network was hugely reliant on a core
infrastructure that was costly and inadequate
in meeting a growing demand for bandwidth.
The infrastructure that supported the T1s
(DS3s/OC3s) is in the process of being
decommissioned and will reduce the state's
network costs by an estimated $350,000
annually.

Enabling of Payment Card
Industry (PCI) Pal for the Utah
State Tax Commission (TAX)
TAX was the first agency to launch on the new
PCI Pal platform. PCI compliance
requirements were identified in an Internal
Revenue Service audit that required another
way for TAX and the Utah Division of Motor
Vehicles to securely take payments over the
phone. After migrating to PCI Pal, TAX was
able to disconnect and remove all credit card
machines in their locations. The agency
avoided any financial liability that was being
threatened by card processing companies.
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DTS Cloud and On-Premises (On-Prem) Hosting
Accomplishments
Cloud (Cloud Machine & Core Cloud Ops Teams)
Support/Ongoing Design of Coronavirus.utah.gov

Over the last year the DTS Cloud Machine and Core Cloud Ops teams
have been instrumental in the support and ongoing design of
https://coronavirus.utah.gov and its supporting applications. The
teams have helped improve the reliability of the site over the last year
and have helped the site developers and content creators accomplish
their goals. Along with this effort, the teams have helped provide DTS
staff with access to cloud resources that are in use for the state’s
COVID-19 response.

Solution for the Replacement of Data Center Hosting
Hardware
The teams have also partnered to architect a solution for the
replacement of DTS data center hosting hardware. Using VMware
Infrastructure as a Service, both in the cloud, and on prem, we have
designed a cost-effective solution that, once implemented, will push
the data center exit along to completion. This technology is proven and
will help save money by not putting DTS into more technical debt and
by providing more robust hardware than what is currently in use.

On Prem & Shared Agency DevOps

DTS Accomplishments, Continued

Planning and Implementation of Chronicle
The DTS Hosting Team (Hosting) worked with the DTS Security Team
(Security) to plan, implement, and take advantage of the new logging
solution, Chronicle, which is powered by Google. Chronicle replaced the
preexisting Graylog on-prem environment. Compared to Graylog,
Chronicle is a much more sophisticated tool and provides the ability for
both Hosting and Security to query, identify, recognize, and respond to
threats. Chronicle’s capabilities in this far exceed those of Graylog.

MLO Department of Commerce Update Project
MLO is the lifeblood of the Utah Department of Commerce; the majority
of the department’s public service is done through MLO, and Hosting
provides supporting resources to the vendor and developer. Hosting’s
responsibilities were building five new servers and working with the
development staff and the vendor. Hosting also provided technical
support to resolve issues. In fact, throughout the course of this project,
Hosting resolved a two-year long issue that caused nightly reboots of
the database server. This same issue was showing up on the new
servers, but Stuart Roundy found the issue and resolved it.
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DTS Administration/Finance Accomplishments
Billing

DTS Accomplishments, Continued

The DTS Billing Team published a new interactive dashboard for customer agencies to review
their bills.

Administrative
Support
Receiving and
Delivery
The DTS Receiving and
Delivery Team:
received 28,467
items,
received 3,884
computers, and
imaged 3,000
computers.
The average delivery
time for these items
was 2.5 days.
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Facilities
In 2021, the DTS
Facilities Team
focused heavily on the
DTS transition from
the State Office
Building (SOB) at the
State Capitol Complex
to the Taylorsville
State Office Building
(TSOB), including:
completing the
successful design
of the new
building,
moving all DTS
employees from
the SOB to the
TSOB, and
successfully
shutting down the
SOB and prepping
for demolition,
including holding
an employee
surplus sale.
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Internal Controls
Cost Savings

The DTS Internal Controls Team verified with documentation $3.6M in FY 2021
savings to-date, including the following specific savings:
$7k: IBM Cognos
$53K: Lucid
$50K: Mobichord
$355K: Pluralsight
$78K: SalesForce
$20k: ServiceNow Audit
$30k: ServiceNow Renewal
$71K: Solarwinds networking tool
$7k: SWCAP
$957K: Telework Funds

DTS Accomplishments, Continued

$49K: Adobe
$301k: Amazon
$31K: Amazon Training
$8k: AWS Architect
$112K: Call Manager Licenses and
Maintenance
$97K Carahsoft Credit
$623K: CARES
$145K: CASB
$317K: DOMO
$282K: Google Workspace
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PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION
(PSC)
Migration to Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP)
Enterprise FAX Service
DTS assisted PSC with migrating off the Avaya
private branch exchange (PBX) phone system
for all fax line traffic to the state’s enterprise
VoIP environment. This allowed for one flat
rate business line (1FB) to be
decommissioned, saving the agency monthly
fees, as well as providing additional
functionality and features that support remote
work.

Application Security
Enhancements for PSC
Primary Application,
DocumentWarehouse
DTS assisted PSC and the
DocumentWarehouse application vendor in
deploying and supporting multifactor
authentication (MFA) to enhance application
security.
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UTAH STATE
TAX
COMMISSION
(TAX)

Vehicle and
Dealer
Registration
System (VADRS)

VADRS is used to manage vehicle titling and registration and
related activities, as well as dealership and salesperson
registration, for Utah. During the past year VADRS was upgraded to
the latest version of the core system from the provider. This was a
major version upgrade and was implemented in October 2020. This
upgrade brought enhanced security, new features, and an
upgraded framework. In conjunction with this upgrade the VADRS
application was moved from the DTS Salt Lake City Data Center to
Amazon Web Services (AWS) GovCloud. The DTS TAX Team
completed the move and upgrade on time and without unexpected
outages. The move to AWS gives the agency better redundancy
and failover capabilities. Going forward DTS anticipates cost
savings for the agency as the old environment is shut down and
savings opportunities are identified and implemented.

GenTax

GenTax is the system that handles virtually all tax filings,
payments, audits, and collections for Utah. During FY 2021 GenTax
was upgraded to the latest version of its core system from the
service provider. This upgrade brought new features, enhanced
security, and an upgraded application framework. The upgrade was
completed by the DTS TAX Team in conjunction with Fast
Enterprises staff on time and without unplanned downtime in
December of 2020. Because of the filing deadlines in the first and
second quarters of the year, the move of GenTax to AWS was
scheduled for June 2021. The system went live in AWS GovCloud
in June 2021 on time and without incident. The move provides
greater redundancy, improved failover, a more stable environment,
and better scalability. DTS anticipates cost savings for TAX as the
old environment is shut down and savings opportunities are
identified and implemented in AWS.
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Appeals System

TAX Accomplishments, Continued

TAX has an appeals process that is
managed by the Office of the Commission.
This process has been supported by a
software system called Justware for the
past ten years; Justware has been
deprecated by the maker and is no longer
supported or maintained. In preparation for
the product reaching end of life, the DTS
TAX Team implemented a new solution
utilizing Salesforce and professional
services. The new system, called Tax
Commission Appeals System (TCAP), was
the product of a six-month configuration
process between professional services and
DTS employees at TAX. The DTS TAX Team
implemented TCAP on schedule in June
2021, providing all of the functionality of
the old system with a much more robust
portal for citizens and county officials to
electronically interact with the Appeals
Section of the Office of the Commission
during the appeal process.
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UTAH GEOSPATIAL RESOURCE
CENTER (UGRC)
Elections Improvements
Prior to 2010, the Utah elections team knew that integrating
geographic information systems (GIS) capabilities into their
election management system would provide great advantages.
At the beginning of 2010, as the new census year was looming
and redistricting was approaching, the Utah elections team
knew that it was the perfect time to take advantage of GIS in our
elections system and to use it for the redistricting process.
The lieutenant governor's (LG) office partnered with both UGRC
and county GIS professionals to begin the process of designing
and implementing a series of features that would help our
elections staff in their daily duties and in their effort to do the
redistricting that occurred early in 2012. UGRC's expertise was a
key factor in the success of that initiative.
Since that time, UGRC has worked with the Utah elections team
numerous times to help with various mapping, precincting, and
other similar needs. The accuracy and efficiencies gained in the
LG office partnering with UGRC to implement GIS functionality in
Utah systems and websites cannot be overstated.

911 Caller
Location
Improvements
The UGRC Team worked
closely with the Utah
Communications Authority
and Motorola to review the
standard maps provided with
the new Vesta 911 Aware
mapping tool. The team
quickly learned how they
could add additional
customized maps, in many
cases leveraging map layers
they had already built, to
better help call takers and
dispatchers across the entire
state more quickly provide
first responders with more
accurate 911 caller locations,
thereby improving response
times.
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UTAH INSURANCE DEPARTMENT (UID)
Pharmaceutical
Drug Tracking
During the 2020 Utah
Legislative General Session,
UID was tasked with tracking
prescription drug prices, and
changes to them, for all
pharmaceutical drugs sold in
the state. This is a new
concept for the department,
and few other states do
anything like this. DTS and UID
collaborated to develop an
application to complete this
task. The application design
included working with
California's health department,
which has legislation that is
similar in some ways to Utah's.
The application had to be a
minimal viable product, as
funding was extremely limited,
but at the same time be user
friendly and easy to learn, as
pharmaceutical companies
doing business in Utah had to
be able to use this application.
The UID application
development team (Trinna
Jensen, Cliff Tomlinson,
Gaetan Grimaud, and Gary
Gerber) worked hard and
quickly to build the drug
tracking application, UID's first
entirely cloud-based custom
application that is currently in
its final testing and will launch
soon. This will help legislators
have a better understanding of
drug prices and trends in the
state and help pass future drug
and drug pricing legislation.

Medigap
UID is responsible for helping
educate the state's population
on insurance opportunities.
One of these opportunities is
Medicare gap insurance
(Medigap), which is available to
seniors. The state’s previous
Medigap application was old,
outdated, limited in information,
and error prone. It was also
hosted using old technologies
that needed to be replaced.
Understanding Medigap
policies is inherently difficult
because of the nature of the
products, so building an
application that better
explained the policies was
important. The UID application
development team (Mira
Svieshnikova, Cliff Tomlinson,
Gaetan Grimaud, and Gary
Gerber) worked with UID
insurance subject matter
experts to walk through the
engagement model process,
gather requirements for a new
application, and go through
several designs to release a
new product that is not only
modern, but a better tool for
those in the state looking to
better understand Medigap
options.
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UTAH LABOR COMMISSION
Migration to Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP)
and Enterprise FAX
Service
DTS assisted ULC with migrating off the Avaya
private branch exchange (PBX) phone system
to the state’s enterprise VoIP environment. Old
phone equipment that was expensive to
support was retired. VoIP provides several
benefits:
Enhanced features that support telework
and mobile work needs in a safe and
secure environment
Softphone capability and integration of
voicemail with email
Support of the enterprise fax service, which
improves functionality and provides
features that support remote work.

Miner Certification
Administration Application
The Miner Certification Administration tool was
deployed to production on January 15, 2021.
The release of this application concludes a
multiyear effort to move the DTS Java-based
technology stack to a more secure, stable, and
robust environment. It also resolves an audit
finding based on the legacy application’s use
of an outdated technology.
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Upgrade of All ULC Server Operating Systems
DTS upgraded operating systems from CentOS 6 to CentOS 7 in May 2021. There
were seven servers hosting ULC applications, which were running on old
operating systems. Upgrading the OS resulted in enhanced support, backups,
and greatly reduced security vulnerabilities.

PST/FINET Migration
DTS supported State Finance efforts to migrate to a new FINET payment
platform. DTS ULC staff rewrote all payment codes. In April 2021, ULC was
among the first agencies to receive approval from State Finance to move forward
to parallel testing and is ready to go live with the changes as soon as Finance
makes the switch.

Trello Board for Tracking ULC Projects
DTS deployed a ULC Trello board as a tool to track and report DTS staff efforts
toward projects, maintenance, and enhancements that benefit the agency. The
tool is a low-cost Agile reporting option that provides transparency, flexibility, and
resource monitoring. Since deploying the tool, DTS has seen a significant
reduction in average staff meeting times and increased focus on key
deliverables. Additionally, ULC and DTS staff are able to use project cards to
communicate and provide real-time feedback, as desired.

ULC Accomplishments, Continued

Internal Security Review of Utah
Antidiscrimination and Labor
An internal application review was completed among DTS security, auditors, and
ULC staff. ULC achieved a high level of maturity in most control areas, and no
significantly detrimental policies or procedures were discovered. DTS and ULC
staff identified a few areas for future improvement, particularly in regard to
auditing application logs. DTS will work with ULC to prioritize and improve these
processes as future projects.
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UTAH STATE CAPITOL
Utah Legislature
Assisted in Moving the Legislature to the
Utah Education and Telehealth Network
(UETN) as Its Internet Service Provider
(ISP)
During the first part of FY 2021, the Utah Legislature
researched its options for ISPs and began to plan its move to
UETN. As part of that plan, and in coordination with DTS, the
legislature moved off of the DTS network switch equipment
to its own. In early October 2020, the legislature informed
DTS that it was ready to transition to UETN. DTS worked with
the legislature to make arrangements for the necessary DTS
staff to assist with the completion of the transition on the
date that was selected for it. DTS completed its portion of the
transition successfully, after which the legislature was also
able to complete the remaining portion of the transition
successfully. After the transition, Legislative Support Services
expressed their appreciation for DTS’s support and
professionalism in performing the work needed for the
transition.

Renewed the
Legislature’s Special
Billing Agreement (SBA)
and Established an
Additional Agreement
for Recovering Costs
Associated with Its Use
of Wireless at the
Capitol
As a result of the legislature’s
transition to UETN, along with its
transition to its own switching
equipment, the legislature no
longer pays the DTS Network
Services rate. As a result, DTS
needed cost recovery for the
legislature’s use of wireless. DTS
and the legislature successfully
determined a cost and
subsequently added the cost to the
legislature’s SBA.
The renewal of the SBA between
DTS and the legislature allows DTS
to recoup the costs associated
with the services DTS provides on
an ongoing basis, including those
for wireless.
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Utah Medical Education Council (UMEC)
Moved UMEC’s Teamcare Website in Amazon Web Services (AWS) to
Utah’s Domain

Utah State Capitol Accomplishments, Continued

With the help of the University of Utah, UMEC created a website called teamcare.utah.gov. The
website was not yet in production, but it was found that it was in a public AWS space. Though the
data presented by the site is public data, DTS Cloud Services worked with UMEC and DTS Security
to successfully move and implement the website in a space specifically designated and regulated
for government use.
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